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Blocking is lumber installed within
framing meant to be a nailer for
something else later in the build.
Types of Blocking we install:
• Ladder blocking
• Deadwood (drywall nailers)
• Fire blocking
• Kitchen cabinet blocking
• Bathroom vanity & cabinet
blocking
• Bathroom grab blocking
• Electrical box blocking
• Stair handrail blocking
• Closet shelf blocking

Permanent Bracing is lumber
installed within framing
specifically to stabilize or
strengthen that framing.
Types of Bracing we install:
• Drop studs (for half walls)
• Squash blocks

Install Ladder Blocking everywhere an
interior wall intersects an exterior wall.

Measure and mark center
of blocking:
• From single top plate:
measure down 46 ½”.
• From double top plate:
measure down 48”.

Best Practice:
Install ladder blocking before standing interior walls to help tie them securely to exteriors.

Best Practice:
Where two walls are within 2’ of each other, ladder blocks will fill two adjacent bays.
To make installation easier, alternate 2x4 and 2x6 blocks.

Install the 2x4 block first, sinking
nails through studs and into block.

Install the 2x6 block second,
angling nails slightly over 2x4
block if necessary.

Plan ahead for baseboard installation:
Install baseboard blocking everywhere
that a baseboard end is not otherwise
supported.
Note: These blocks don’t have to
span the entire bay; they can be
shorter scraps nailed securely to
the top of the bottom plate.

Install at all interior corners where there’s
no stud to catch edges of baseboard.
OK, but this won’t catch
the top of the baseboard.

Best Practice

Install at doors, to catch the bottom of casing
and the end of baseboard that butts into it.

“Deadwood” is scrap material (dimensional lumber or
OSB) installed in ceilings to support drywall installation.

Install drywall nailers above walls
which are parallel to joists/trusses.

Nail into top plate with 16d nails every 2’, min.
Walls within 3” of a parallel truss/joist don’t need deadwood installed.

Best practice: Use scrap ¾” subfloor. Okay to use scrap 2x
lumber. Don’t use ½” OSB unless you double it up (two layers).
Install all deadwood before electrical rough!

In order to hang drywall under stairs, you’ll need to first install deadwood:
The span between stringers is
too wide (can’t be more than 2’)
so add a strip of deadwood
down the center.
Add strips of deadwood to
underside of stringers to build
them down to the same level as
the strip down the center.
Make sure this creates
an even plane across the
underside of the stair.

Install fire-blocking in any areas where fire could spread between
floors or between vertical and horizontal framing sections.

Most commonly: Along stair stringers and stair platforms.
Cut and install blocks to fit tightly between
vertical framing, with minimal gaps. Any
gaps will have to be filled later with foam.
Blocking must be installed on both sides
of stairs (along both stringers) and fully
surrounding any stair platforms.

Alternate heights to make installation and
nailing easier, as long as block is still alongside
the stringer (not above or below it).

Double check: Make sure
blocking is installed between
the top and bottom of stair
stringer / stair platform. If
it’s too high or low, it’s not
actually serving its purpose.

Install ladder blocking in all kitchen walls where cabinets will be mounted.
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• Heights of blocks are determined by the size and style of cabinet to be mounted.
• Install blocking at the top of all base cabinets, and at top and bottom of all wall cabinets.
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Standard Heights for Kitchen Cabinet Blocking
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Remember: Installation is
easier when you alternate
2x4 and 2x6 blocks.
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To avoid confusion about
the tops/bottoms of the
different block sizes, mark
the center of the heights.

To make marking blocking locations in areas like kitchens and
baths easier and more accurate, build and use a Story Pole.

Mark on a piece of 96”
material the standard heights
of kitchen and bath blocking.

Consult floorplans for locations of blocking, then
hold story-pole to those locations and mark heights.

Bathroom vanity base cabinets
(anything starting with VSB)
are shorter than kitchen bases.
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Bathroom vanities will have a
medicine cabinet above them.
For each size of medicine cabinet,
center blocking 78” above floor.
Top of medicine cabinet should be
secured to blocking. Bottom of
cabinet can be secured to a stud.

Grab blocking is installed in case any grab-bars need to
be installed later in the build or later in the home’s life.
If the family needs any grab bars, or the
townhome complex requires certain units
to be handicap accessible, the size and
location of these bars should be clearly
called out on the plan (usually on a page
dedicated to accessibility elevations).
Grab bars above toilet and at shower faucet

Grab bars adjacent to toilet

Grab bars within shower surround

Our Advanced Framing techniques eliminate the
trimmer (jack stud) in non-structural interior doors. So:

Where a light switch will be mounted
next to any of these doors, we need
to fir out the receptacle box to make
room for the door’s casing.

When the Electrical Team preps for rough
installation they will make a mark on any king
studs where they intend to mount a box.
Install two scrap pieces of 2x4 at this mark.
Note: Some electrical team members install
these blocks as they install boxes – but don’t
count on it. Double check doors before the full
team arrives for rough electrical installation.

36”

Top of handrail
needs to be between
34” and 38” from
nosing (overhanging
edge of stair tread).

32”
30”

So we mount the
bottom of the
bracket at 30” from
the top of the nosing.

Center of handrail blocking
should be 32” from nosing.
Best Practice: Mark 32” from nosing at
the top and bottom of stairs, then snap a
chalkline to connect. Install blocking
centered on chalkline in each stud bay.

Consult the floorplans for
locations and styles of closet shelving.

Shelves that will have a closet rod
and which are longer than 4’ will
also need a cleat and rod support.
For a cleaner finished look, we
want that cleat and rod support
to be centered in the closet.

So install a 2x6 or 2x8 block
centered 5’ from the floor
between the two center studs.

5’

Advanced Framing depends on stacked framing, which
means we need to make sure all exterior wall component
weight is directly transferred down to the foundation. So:

Install 2x4 Squash Blocks in the subfloor system
directly under the Kings/Trimmers of all windows.
Where there is a joist under the
king/trimmer, install a single 2x4
squash block tight to the joist.

Where there is no joist directly
under king/trimmer, install (2)
2x4 blocks, nailed together.

Squash Blocks are also needed directly under all
girder trusses, in all subfloor systems below.

In two-story homes, install double studs directly
under the girder on all floors, and squash blocks
directly below in all subfloor systems.

Remember: Any double trusses (girders) need
double studs; any double studs need squash
blocks, all squash blocks should transfer weight
directly down to foundation.

All edges of wall sheathing must be supported by and nailed to framing.
So any sheathing edges that don’t land on standard framing
(studs, plates, windows/doors) need to be supported by blocking.
(Outside view)

(Inside view)

This edge didn’t land on plates,
so install blocking to support it.

This also includes:
•

Flat edges of subflooring that don’t land on joists/framing.
•

•

(The tongue/groove edges don’t need additional support.)

Vertical edges of roof sheathing.
•

(Horizontal edges don’t need additional support.)

Installing ceiling blocking to permanently brace “peninsula” walls:

Walls that don’t terminate into another wall need
bracing to strengthen and keep them plumb.

1) Install a block between the
joists/trusses directly above the end of
the wall, with its bottom flush with the
bottom of the joists/trusses.
2) Plumb the wall and nail its top securely
into the block.

Installing “dropped studs” to permanently brace half-walls:
The top of a half-wall isn’t tied to trusses/ceiling
joists like other interior walls, so the ends of
half-walls should be braced down into the floor
below to strengthen.

Where to install?
Half-walls at stairs should always get a dropped stud.
Half-walls in kitchens will have cabinets to support
them; dropped studs are not necessary.

Cap plate

1) Plan for it: Subtract 1 ½” from the
end of your wall/plates to account for
the dropped stud to be attached at
the end. If you don’t, the wall may
encroach on necessary hallway
clearance.
2) Frame and stand the wall just like any
other. Temporarily brace the end of
the wall to keep it perfectly plumb.

Framed wall
Dropped stud

3) Cut the subfloor at the end of the
wall for a stud to pass through.
4) Install a cut stud tight to the end of
the wall.
• The top should be flush with the
single top plate of the wall.
• The bottom should be flush to
bottom of the joists underneath.

From top

From bottom,
between joists

5) Install a block between two closest
joists, tight to the dropped stud.

6) Fasten dropped stud
to this block. (Always
double-check
that the wall above is
perfectly plumb
before fastening.)

7) Install double top plate
over dropped stud.

Dropped studs at stairwell
openings can often be mounted
directly to rimboard/LVL.

